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Letters to the Editor

"Respect Opinions"

To the Editor:

It has come to my knowledge that recently the members of the COMMENT staff have been writing certain critical feedback as to the quality of the publication.

I, among others, would like to personally extend my congratulations to the staff who are doing a great job. Cheered, errors are made, but you're only human, as we all are.

I don't know how many of you realize this, but the members of the COMMENT staff are very devoted. Weekly, they try to meet their deadlines, staying awake to early hours of the morning so they can please the reader.

One particular situation comes to my attention and regards certain responses to作风建设 written by Doug Schorr. I remember some people that in a comment column admirablely constructed sentences, criticized, orOpined. One has no always respected what someone else's opinion, and other people should respect them too. How can one call a person for expressing his opinion? If you disagree you are allowed to write your own letter, or stay in your bed, but don't blame the first person a poor writer if a staff or other person's effort useless? Think about it.

Another thing. Members of the newspaper staff aren't weighed in as an idea in the days they perform. They are performing a service to you the student, many of them going well nonstop to meet their deadlines, staying awake to early hours of the morning so they can please the reader.

In closing, I wish to thank all those on the COMMENT staff, of the faculty has been denied any. salary adjustment, which devised-the economic policy and the legislature to act on the funding or'salary for a Raise".

Quick Please!!

Dear Editor:

This is the 1st time that we've written to "The Comment" in the faculty has been denied any salary adjustment, which devised-the economic policy and the legislature to act on the funding or'salary for a Raise". We, therefore, appeal to the governor to act on the funding or'salary for a Raise".

Was the Search Committee Needed?

Dear Editor:

This is the 1st time that we've written to "The Comment" in the faculty has been denied any salary adjustment, which devised-the economic policy and the legislature to act on the funding or'salary for a Raise". We, therefore, appeal to the governor to act on the funding or'salary for a Raise". Was the Search Committee Needed?

Attention!

There is now a parking ban in effect from the mailroom at "Tilly" to the an accident that previously occurred there. It is also a fire hazard!
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Gymnasts Top R.I.C.

In the first gymnastics meet held at BSC Fieldhouse, the women's gymnastic team of Bridgewater State College competed against from Providence College, Rhode Island.

A Raise"

A Raise"

The first competition held was in vaulting. BSC received 27.20, 38.85, Gal Anderson grabbed the top place with a score of 7.50. Followed by Dave Neuman (7.35), Sue Gauthier (6.65), Jen LaBonte (6.45) and Lynne Scott (5.60). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10). Dave Neuman was in the lead with 38.85 for first place, and next for BSC was Gal Anderson (5.85), Sue Gauthier (5.45), Jen LaBonte (5.35) and Lynne Scott (5.10).
The Spanish Society plans an impromptu event open to all ACRE's. BSC students may participate in the 'College Forensics Association Tournament held at the U.S. Coast River presents the following artists this month: March II- RHYME and A.M. and/or Wednesday, March 16 at 10 a.m. Single tickets will be 3 for a dollar or 50 cents each. Prizes available on the second floor of the school library in the educational materials section. Please search out and make use of this vital "Research Materials for Ending Sex Bias in Education." These are now available for loan from the BSC library.

The Sociology Club would like to get to know you. Come to our next meeting on March 9 at 11:00 a.m. in the auditorium. It is a weekly feature and the next feature will be a "Meet the Author" presentation by the late writer, Margaret Mitchell. We will also discuss the book "Gone with the Wind." It should be a very interesting meeting. Everyone is welcome to attend.

"Dear Uncle Warriner",

"The U.S. ASSOCIATES INDEPENDENT GYMNASIUM students are proud to be the first students from New Hampshire and New York in the U.S. 6 Team Championships. The selections will participate in the nationals, held on Saturday, April 23 and 24, at the University of New Hampshire. The team will be selected from the New Hampshire and New York states."

"Rocky"

"By Doug Schorr"

"In previous articles, this column has directly focused on means that directly allowed a student to succeed. With the voting coming up, I thought it would be a good time to talk about other students that we can talk about. The city of March 31, 1977."

"Ask and it shall be given you; seek and ye shall find; knock and it shall be opened unto you. Matthew 7:7.

"The Bridgegate State College FORENSIC club is holding a tournament on March 20 at 1 p.m.

"Mary Carrol, a sophomore, won fourth place in After-Dinner Speaking at the Collegiate Forensic Association Tournament held at the U.S. Coast River."

"In the Boston University field house (Harold C. Case Phvs Ed Center), the U.S. ASSOCIATES INDEPENDENT GYMNASIUM students are proud to be the first students from New Hampshire and New York in the U.S. 6 Team Championships. The selections will participate in the nationals, held on Saturday, April 23 and 24, at the University of New Hampshire. The team will be selected from the New Hampshire and New York states."
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Mr. and Mrs. McNamara decided that members of the planning committee and those invited to be a part of the meal must sign a release form before the evening of April 10th. Parents and others must also sign a release form to be able to bring a guest to the party. Mr. McNamara said that everyone involved in the event must sign the release form, but there are exceptions. If anyone, for example, is allergic to shellfish or peanuts, they can tell the host at the party. "There are no strangers here, Walpole," Mr. McNamara said.

The "Moonshiners" originate from the pre-Prohibition era when moonshiners were considered heroes. They were often portrayed in movies and books as noble characters trying to make ends meet in tough economic times. The "Moonshiners" at the party were no exception, with their own flavor of cocktails and libations. The party also featured music provided by Jim Brady, a local musician who is known for his lively and engaging performances.

The party was a huge success, with everyone enjoying the food, drinks, and music. The attendees were divided into different groups, and the "Moonshiners" were able to enjoy their time with friends and family. The atmosphere was lively and fun, with guests dancing and enjoying the music. The party was a great way to raise money for the residence hall council and to bring the community together.

The "Moonshiners" community is a close-knit group of friends who enjoy each other's company and love to spend time together. They are planning to host more events in the future, and they hope to continue to make a positive impact on their community.
Boston Ballet: "Hamlet"

The Boston Ballet's "Hamlet" is an entertaining event with some dancing, music, and theater will have you on the edge of your seat. The performance is a classic ballet that is sure to impress. A group of performers takes the stage and begins their routine, captivating the audience with their skills and artistry. The sound of music fills the room, and the audience is delighted by the performance. Overall, the Boston Ballet's "Hamlet" is a must-see for anyone who loves classical ballet and theater.
Dear [Name],

I don't want to sound obsequious, but I have been working on this project with you for some time now. We have come to an agreement that you will cover the costs associated with bringing your vision to life. In return, I am sending you this Charm Bracelet to express my gratitude for your patience and support. Please let me know if there are any concerns or adjustments you would like to make. Thank you for being such a wonderful client. Have a fantastic weekend!

Best regards,

[Your Name]
Brandon. A person with wisdom, willing to stand at the edge of each and every week. This is the essence of leadership, as I read it in a weekly report.  

But my experience working in this capacity has taught me the importance of communication, trust, and respect.  

Deeply grateful.

John & Karen: Thanks for the great time at the rock concert. We had a great time! A big thank you to the band, Whipping Goats, for their fantastic performance. Their music was simply mesmerizing.

Karen: To the wonderful people who worked on Watergate, we thank you for your hard work and dedication. This was the biggest news event of the year, and we couldn't have done it without you. Thank you.

Don Deep begins his new position

Deeply grateful.
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Don Deep begins his new position
The Boston Ballet's "Hamlet"

The Boston Ballet's "Hamlet" is an entertainment event with something to delight dancers, music and theater lovers alike. The performance includes a brilliant and gripping ballet, appearances by stars of Russian and national companies, and contemporary dancers. Ballet, dance, theater, and music enthusiasts will find something for everybody. Lovers of brilliant and gripping ballet, appears especially want to hear the rare performance of "Hamlet," which is co-sponsored by the Lively Theatre Square, Jerome Robbins has been an influential figure in the world of dance, having choreographed for companies such as the New York City Ballet and the American Ballet Theatre. His works include "Fanfare," "Goyles," and "A Dance Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum.

The Friends of Trinity Square Repertory Company has announced the 10th annual "Fanfare," a fundraising event on March 10. "Fanfare" is an outstanding benefit, providing a unique opportunity to support Trinity Square and enjoy an evening of exceptional entertainment.

The Boston Ballet's "Hamlet" was only through the efforts of Maya Plisetskaya, who has been a significant figure in the world of ballet. Plisetskaya was an incredible high note trumpet player, and her performance of the role of Gertrude was breathtaking. She explained: "During the burial scene, Hamlet sees Gertrude and Ophelia and he realizes the depth of his pain."

The Boston Ballet is proud to present "Hamlet," a masterful work of shape, sound, motion, and emotion, featuring a talented cast of dancers and musicians. The production is a testament to the power of dance in telling a story and evoking emotion in the audience.
Faculty Views Older Students

Pre-Vacation Views Was A Great Success

Students to Study Views in Europe

Day of Fast, Prayer to Aid Breast for the World

Residence Hall Council Will Help

The Genova Cafe

Museum of Fine Arts Gallery Dining Room

Lincoln Exhibit

Exceptional Children's Week

The Great Cross-Country Race Begins Today!!
The photo shows a group of basketball players, seated and standing, with some text overlaying the image. The text includes a tribute to Rocky Marciano, a famous boxer, and mentions a basketball team from New York University. The text also discusses a basketball game and includes a quote from Coach Tree Rollinson. The page is from the March 10, 1977, issue of "The Comment."
Swimmers Compete in Regionals

Springfield, Mass. The Art Linkletter Natatorium, poised at the end of the Springfield College Campus, provided the setting for the 58th Annual New England Intercollegiate Swimming Association Championships last Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. The BSC men's team was represented by Co-Captains Mike Arsenault and Rick Battistini, Dan Trainor, Jo Kowinski, Mark Mariani, Steve Money, and Tom Mac Masters.

Springfield's 50-meter pool with the bulkhead set for 25 yards provided the stage for Springfield to hold off a bid from the University of Maine, Orono to capture its seventh championship in the past eight years.

For BSC, the meet was a bit of a disappointment, as the team swam well but not quite good enough to qualify for any of the final heats.

Mike Arsenault gave a good effort in his specialty, the 500 yd. freestyle, but was fourteenth, as was his effort in the 100 yd. free. The Bears had placed great hopes on Rick Battistini, Jon Kowinski, Tom Mac Masters, and Mike Arsenault in their 400 yd. free relay, which turned in a very respectable 3:20.8, but were nosed out by U. Vermont's 3:20.2 for the finals.

Mark Mariani and Tom Mac Masters swam well, but were not ready to break into the scoring yet, Steve Money tried valiantly in the breaststroke, but his broken hand proved to be too much of a deficit. Dan Trainer ended his career with his best time in the 50 yd. free. Unfortunately the BSC mermen were not able to meet qualifying times for this year's NCAA Division III Nationals, although they brought back the winning track.

The team is now preparing for its season- closing meet this weekend, where it hopes to select a number of candidates for the next season. With the graduation of six freshmen, the Bears are anticipating the influx of some strong freshmen plus the return of several key veterans to place them back on the winning track.

Making it look easy are Nora Kenney (top left) and Sue Ganley (upper right and lower left) as they compete against R.I.C.

In the first gymnastics meet held at SSC since 1973, the women's gymnastics team of Bridgewater defeated their counterparts from Rhode Island College 107.10 - 64.70.

The first competition held was in vaulting. BSC bested RIC 27.20 - 20.95. Gail Anderson grabbed first place with a score of 7.25, followed by Diane Newsham (7.0), Sue Ganley (6.50), Sue Moore (6.45), Jean Laliberte (5.6) and Lynne Scott. (5.0).

Bridgewater pulled ahead in the uneven bars competition, outscoring RIC 23.55 - 8.65. Diane Newsham's 6.95 was good for first place, and next for BSC we're Gail Anderson (6.80), Sue Ganley (5.60), Lynn Scott (4.20), Jean LaLiberte and Ann Marie Haefeling (2.45).

On balance beam the Bears out did RIC 28.35 - 14.45. A 7.45 for Sue Ganley was the top score, Bridgewater swept the first 6 places in fact, as Gail Anderson (7.35), Lynn Scott (6.80), Diane Newsham (6.75), Nora Kenny (6.25) and Jean LaLiberte (5.45) all performed well.

In floor exercise SSC finished off the meet by out dueling RIC 28.00 - 19.65 to seal the victory; Sue Ganley took first with a 7.5, Diane Newsham second with 7.2, Lynn Scott third (7.10), Nora Kenny fifth (6.20) and Gail Anderson sixth (5.65).

In the All-around competition, the gymnastics performing in all 4he events, Diane Newsham was first (27.90), and Gail Anderson and Sue Ganley tied for 2nd-3rd places with identical scores of 27.05. Lynne Scott grabbed 4th with 23.10.

This was SSC's last meet of the season, and although Bridgewater's record was below .500, Coach Dayna Daniels stated "I'm really pleased with the team's performance tonight. It was a super way to end the season. I am a little disappointed with the record--I thought we'd have a winning record. But we're gotten better with each meet, and that's what counts."

Looking towards the future, Daniels added "We have no seniors so we're not losing anyone to graduation. So I'd have to say that things look very good for next year."
Tied for the "Good Kid Award" Marion Killer and Cindy Cudi, 'cause they each voted for themselves once ... Mary Burke was the unanimous choice for the Overskating Award as was Kathleen Parker for the Most Askew Hair Award ... Sue Wallace (who else?) easily took the "Is It That I'm Getting An Award?" Award? ... Because of her on court moves, Eileen Tibbetts was voted the "Happy Hooker Award". The "Good Job Liz" award to Liz Sullivan and the "Folding Chair Award" to Betty Jeneviren ... Rosie Griffin is working on a new outside shot for next year, she'll be shooting from somewhere in East Bridgewater, the "Phoebe Snow, 'fro Award" to Joan Howard, and the "Best Dancer in Home Movies" trophy to Bapa ... "Best Performance Under Pressure" prize to Carol Galante.